Communication Partner Influences on Aided AAC Use by Adults with Complex Communication Needs: Surveying users to gain their perspectives

Do you use Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) to communicate?

You’re invited to participate in a research project!

We want to hear what supporters can do to help adults use AAC and participate socially.

What Will You Do?
You will complete a survey.

Support needs?
• The survey will be easy to read
• You can ask a supporter for help filling it out.
• Print out the included scales to help answer questions.

Who can Participate?
• Adults 18+
• Use AAC (electronic or not) some or all of the time
• Understand English
• Have congenital disabilities or communication challenges present from birth or early childhood

Want to participate?

https://ubc.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_4YlOmhzrhhvtPZs
Follow the link or this QR code

If you have any questions or want more information, contact:
Rheanne Brownridge at rheanneb.student@ubc.ca
Or Principal Investigator:
Dr. Elly Park at elly.park@ubc.ca
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